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Strategies for Navigating and Interacting with
Complex Web Pages Using Window-Eyes – Part 2
This worksheet is a supplemental resource for part two of the webinar
series on strategies for navigating and interacting with complex web pages
using Window-Eyes. Learning objectives as well as review questions to
help reinforce key concepts covered during the webinar training are
provided below.

Learning Objectives






Develop strategies for finding and ordering products online
Learn how to review a list of form fields on a web page
Identify common accessibility issues with online forms
Discover how ARIA and HTML5 can enhance the accessibility of forms
Understand the benefits and limitations of using Window-Eyes with
Browse Mode turned off
 Learn how to solve audio CAPTCHAs
 Review keyboard interaction techniques for form controls
 Review navigation quick keys for commonly used form controls

Review Questions
1. When working with online shopping websites like Amazon, Target, and
Best Buy, what are the two main strategies for finding a product?
Answer: searching and browsing
2. What are the two most common types of web page elements that will be
used for adding a product to your shopping cart?
Answer: buttons and links
3. True or False. Web page authors can use JavaScript, Accessible Rich
Internet Application (ARIA) Suite and HTML5 attributes to help screen
readers identify required form fields and make screen readers
automatically announce form validation errors.
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Answer: True
4. What are the Window-Eyes Browse Mode hot keys used to navigate to
the following control types: edit box, combo box, check box and button?
Answer: E, C, X, B
5. What are the two methods of turning Browse Mode off when focused on
an interactive form control like an edit box or combo box?
Answer: Enter and Control-Shift-A
6. After turning Browse Mode off, what key can you press to move
sequentially through all of the fields/controls in a form?
Answer: Tab
7. True or False. When navigating through a form with Browse Mode off,
Window-Eyes will always automatically announce all of the important
text information that is displayed visually such as form field tips and
validation errors.
Answer: False
8. What key is used to check a checkbox, check a radio button and
activate a button?
Answer: Spacebar
9. What does CAPTCHA stand for?
Answer: Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and
Humans Apart
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